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ABSTRACT

Large lakes have always represented a problem for re-
gional gravity databases; the difficulty of access means
gaps or coarse spacing in the sampling. Satellite, airborne,
and shipborne gravity techniques are options, but the reso-
lution and/or cost of these systems make them impractical
or inaccurate for exploration or environmental studies,
where the required resolution is �0.1 mGal/km. In this
study, the feasibility of a ground gravity survey over a fro-
zen lake where ice moves because of windy conditions is
assessed. Lake Wanapitei, widely accepted as resulting
from the impact of a meteorite 37 million years ago, is one
of these cases in which the necessity of expanding coverage
over poorly sampled regions arose from a significant gap
between surface and airborne geophysical maps. Two grav-
ity surveys were completed on the ice of Lake Wanapitei in
the winters of 2003 and 2004. To study the structure, long-
time series of gravity field measurements were recorded for
98 stations, allowing for improved control over the noise
sources in the data. Final processing and integration with an
existing regional data set in the area and the application of
terrain corrections reduced the amplitude of the circular
anomaly from 15 to 9 mGal and its diameter from 11 to
6 km. The feasibility of gravity surveys on ice was as-
sessed, and we determined that for large-scale studies such
as this one, the quality of the data, even under noisy condi-
tions, was acceptable. However, for more detailed mapping,
calm wind conditions and long time series are required.

INTRODUCTION

Gravity prospecting has been used widely in oil and gas explora-
ion since the 1920s �Telford et al., 1990�; however, its higher cost
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ompared to magnetic and electromagnetic �EM� methods and the
ecessity of a centimeter-accuracy digital elevation model of the
rea for the reduction of topographic effects have relegated it to
econdary status when more expensive follow-up ground tech-
iques are required. Recently, however, geoenvironmental applica-
ions such as the location and monitoring of abandoned mine work-
ngs �Hoover et al., 1995; Styles, 2003� and reservoir monitoring
Hare et al., 1999; Fujimitsu et al., 2000� have increased interest in
icrogravity and 4D microgravity.
Gravity databases, such as the one maintained in Canada by the

eological Survey of Canada �GSC�, still exhibit gaps or coarse
pacing in areas of difficult access such as lakes. To overcome this
roblem, satellite, airborne, or shipborne gravity could be options,
ut their resolution and/or cost makes them impractical or inaccu-
ate for exploration or environmental studies, where the required
esolution is �0.1 mGal/km. Satellite gravity has improved dra-
atically with the launch of new systems such as CHAMP �Chal-

enging Mini-Satellite Payload for Geophysical Research and Ap-
lication� and GRACE �Gravity Recovery and Climate Exper-
ment�, improving resolution from about 20 mGal in 25 km in the

id-1980s to approximately 3 mGal in 5 km today �Fairhead and
degard, 2002�. Airborne gravity systems have developed consid-

rably over the past 10–15 years, but because the resolution of cur-
ent systems is still 0.2–1 mGal over 2 km for fixed-wing systems
raveling at 100 knots or 0.3 mGal over 1 km for helicopter-

ounted systems traveling at 50 knots �Fairhead and Odegard,
002�, airborne surveying is still not feasible for detailed mapping
t the prospect scale. Shipborne gravity can lead to a resolution of
bout 0.2 mGal over 0.25 km �Fairhead and Odegard, 2002�, but
ts cost is still much higher than an airborne survey.

Therefore, filling gaps in gravity data over lakes with traditional
ethods is unavoidably expensive if good resolution is required.
onducting a ground gravity survey over the frozen lake is a natu-

al alternative, but because ice moves under windy conditions, the
easibility of such a study must be assessed.
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PREVIOUS STUDIES

Wanapitei Lake is located about 40 km northeast of Sudbury in
orthern Ontario, Canada �Figure 1�. The area is the site of a mete-
rite impact that occurred 37 million years ago, leaving behind a
rater in the central portion of the lake. As of a few years ago, the
nly geophysical evidence for the impact was the original gravity
urvey published by Dence and Popelar �1972�. The Bouguer
nomaly map revealed a −15-mGal circular anomaly, 11 km in di-
meter and covering nearly the entire lake. The survey was carried
ut in 1969 and consisted of 38 stations regularly spaced at 500-m

igure 1. Lake Wanapitei location map. The square in the inset
hows the location of the area of study in the detailed map. The
astern portion of the Sudbury Basin is shown for scale and loca-
ion purposes. SIC is the Sudbury Igneous Complex.

igure 2. Bouguer gravity anomaly over Wanapitei Lake, as pub-
ished by Dence and Popelar �1972�. Gravity stations are shown as
lack crosses; lake outline is in blue �extracted from Dressler,
982�. Contour interval is 1 mGal; amplitude of the anomaly is
5 mGal. Data are from the Geological Survey of Canada �GSC�.
ntervals on two northeast profiles plus 38 stations on the shores
nd islands �Figure 2�. No terrain corrections were applied to the
ata.

Studies done since 1972 have revealed samples of impact-
elated minerals and rocks around the shores of Lake Wanapitei,
uch as coesite �a high-pressure form of silica� and suevite �a rock
onsisting of clastic breccia and melt particles� �Dence and Po-
elar, 1972; Dence et al., 1974; Grieve and Ber, 1994; Dressler et
l., 1997�. Shatter cones, conical systems of fractures formed at
ressures of 1–4 GPa by a shock wave interacting with small het-
rogeneities in the target material, have also been found �Dressler,
982; Dressler et al., 1997�. According to Dence and Popelar
1972�, further evidence that the structure is impact induced is the
pparently concentric pattern of lakes and rivers around Lake
anapitei, as seen in topographical maps and aerial photographs

Dressler, 1982�. Geophysical evidence for the impact includes a
ircular total magnetic field anomaly and a circular cavity under
ostimpact sediments, as seen on high-frequency, single-channel
eismic data �L’Heureux, 2003�. These data indicate the crater is
pproximately 7 km in diameter and is located within the central
ortion of the lake. The main cause for the observed negative grav-
ty anomaly over impact structures is the reduction in density as a
esult of impact-induced fracturing �Pilkington and Grieve et al.,
992�. The expected gravity anomaly over a 7-km crater is smaller
han what is observed at Lake Wanapitei.

To constrain the large gravity anomaly and to correlate it with
he newer geophysical data, we collected additional gravity data
ver the frozen lake between 2003 and 2004.

DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION

To provide accurate sampling of the anomaly, 98 new stations
ere collected during two surveys in the winters of 2003 and 2004.
o ensure the best data quality, at least three 60-s readings were re-
orded at each station. Gravity was measured with a Scintrex CG-5
igital gravimeter, and positioning was recorded by a differential
lobal positioning system �DGPS� �Figure 3�. The 2003 survey
as positioned with real-time kinematic �RTK� DGPS. In 2004,
ostprocessed, carrier-phase ambiguity resolution DGPS was used,

igure 3. Picture taken during the 2004 survey. The gravimeter and
he differential GPS system are shown as well as the snowmobile
sed for travel between stations.
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Gravity on ice J25
ith occupation times of 10–15 minutes. Both systems provided
entimeter-resolution elevations. Because a snowmobile was used
or displacement between stations, all equipment had to be secured
etween measurements; therefore, it was impractical to navigate
ith the DGPS system. A handheld GPS was used for navigation

nd to get close enough to the desired location; then the DGPS sys-
em was used for accurate positioning. A base station was set up on
he shore of the lake, which was reoccupied every few hours to cor-
ect for residual instrumental and dynamic drift.

The CG-5 processes the raw gravity signal to remove the effects
f sensor tilt. It samples the raw gravity signal six times per second
nd records it along with the analog signals from the temperature
nd tilt sensors. This improvement is beneficial and instrumental in
ollecting gravity data because it allows on-site quality control of
he data and a better evaluation of equipment performance. As we
how later, it is a great advantage to record a longtime series of the
ravity signal instead of a single point in situations such as those
ncountered on ice.

An essential part of CG-5 operation is the correction for nonver-
icality applied to all recordings. The inclination of the gravity sen-
or is measured by electronic tilt sensors, and its effect is removed
rom the data; the processed signal is then analogous to one ob-
ained with a sensor in a purely vertical position. The uncompen-
ated gravity reading GC changes in response to tilts according to
he following expression �as noted in Scintrex Ltd., 2003, CG-5 in-
trument design notes�:

GC��x,�y� = GC�0,0� − g�1 − cos �x cos �y� , �1�

here g is the value of gravity at the reading site and �x and �y are
he tilts of the gravity sensor about two perpendicular horizontal
xes �x and y�, with �x = �y = 0 defined as the orientation in which
he uncompensated gravimeter reading is maximized.

The tilt correction TiC operates over a range of ±200 arc-sec
nd is defined by �Scintrex Ltd., 2003, CG-5 instrument design
otes�

TiC = gt�1 − cos X cos Y� , �2�

here gt is an average sea-level gravity value of 980.6 gal and X
nd Y are the indicated gravimeter tilts.

Assuming gt = g, which in the worst case leads to an error of
.002 mGal, the corrected reading will be

GC��x,�y� = GC�0,0� + gt�cos �x cos �y − cos X cos Y� .

�3�

f X = �x and Y = �y, then

GC��x,�y� = GC�X,Y� = GC�0,0� , �4�

nd errors from instrument tilt are eliminated. The x- and y-values
re adjusted during calibration so that equation 4 is satisfied �Scin-
rex Ltd., 2003, CG-5 instrument design notes�.

During the tilt calibration, each gravimeter is adjusted to true
ertical position for the tilt sensors by measuring any offset on the
ilt sensors and compensating for this; the same applies for tilt sen-
or sensitivities, or the amount of �gal/arc-sec. Each gravimeter is
nique, i.e., it has its own values of tilt sensitivities and offsets.
nce the tilt sensors are calibrated properly, they give the exact
ilts in the x- and y-axes �respectively, �x and �y�, and these values
re used in the tilt correction. Therefore, when the CG-5 measures
ravity, the tilt correction �equation 2� is always being applied, and
he gravity value is being corrected to what it should be if the mea-
urement were taken with a perfectly vertical gravimeter �Scintrex
td., 2003, CG-5 instrument design notes�.
The automatic tilt correction proved to be essential during data

ollection. The constant winds or the snow melting under the
eight of the gravimeter made the ice an unstable platform; there-

ore, the gravimeter was not always levelled throughout the 60 s
hat each reading took. However, the tilt correction compensated
or up to ±200 arc-sec of tilt on both x- and y-planes within a mea-
urement, which made readings feasible.

Figure 4 shows three examples of 60-s readings recorded con-
inuously at 6 Hz. The base station �purple curve� shows a noise
nvelope of ±0.1 mGal, whereas both tilts vary by ±0.3 arc-sec.
he blue curve corresponds to a station recorded in the middle of

he lake under windy conditions. The gravimeter recorded ice-
ave effects of ±7 mGal, and the tilts oscillated accordingly at ±5

rc-sec. The same station was read the next day under calmer wind
onditions �red curve�. Measured gravity varied ±0.6 mGal, and
he tilts were ±2 arc-sec. The noise on the windy station can be
eparated as ice oscillations from wind, with periods of approxi-
ately 10 s, and small vibrations on the gravimeter because of di-

ect wind, with periods of about 1 s. This separation is evident on
he tilts, which show both frequency components. The quiet day
tation �red curve� exhibits a monotonous variation on the tilts,
robably related to the gravimeter settling on the ice. A board was
sed between the ice and the gravimeter tripod to prevent the latter
rom sinking. However, depending on the temperature conditions
f the day, the board still sank because of the weight of the grav-
meter and the melting snow/ice underneath.

Finally, to process the recorded gravity data, standard drift, theo-
etical gravity, and free air �FA� corrections were applied. The
ouguer anomaly �BA� was then obtained by subtracting the effect
f a slab of homogeneous density �BR; to avoid overcorrection, the
ffect of the body of water �BW was considered. It is computed
ith the following equations:

�BR = 2�G�ch , �5�

�BW = 2�G��c − �w�dw, �6�

BA = g0 − gt +
dg

dz
h − ��BR − �BW� , �7�

nd

= FA − ��BR − �BW� , �8�

here go is observed gravity; gt is theoretical gravity at the surface
f the reference ellipsoid; dg � dz is 0.3086 mGal/m, the average
ertical gravity gradient per meter of elevation above sea level; G
s 6.672 � 10−6 m3 kg−1 s−2; h is station elevation in meters above

ean sea level; dw is depth in meters below surface observation, or
athymetry; �c is 2670 kg m−3, the density of crustal rock; and �w is
000 kg m−3, the density of freshwater.
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J26 Ugalde et al.
Because the bathymetry is not flat, the Bouguer correction does
ot account properly for the effect of the body of water; therefore,
terrain correction was calculated using the lake bathymetry com-
iled with the surrounding topography. We measured bathymetry
n August 2002 �Figure 5; L’Heureux, 2003�. Data were collected
ith a 200-kHz echo sounder on north-south lines spaced at 500-m

ncrements. Lake depth reaches 120 m in the deepest section, a-
ong a north-south valley in the southern bay. The thickness of the

igure 4. �a� Gravity, �b� X-tilt, and �c� Y-tilt recordings for three
tations: the base station �purple line�, a station under windy condi-
ions �blue line�, and a station under calm conditions �red line�.
ce cover �no more than 0.6 m, according to many local fishermen�
as not considered for the terrain corrections because it was not
recisely known over the entire lake. Considering the large depths
ncountered in the lake and the low density contrast between ice
nd freshwater �100 kg m−3�, the effect of this approximation is
egligible, as shown later in the discussion of the results.

The Geological Survey of Canada �GSC� holds the original data
rom the 1969 survey by Dence and Popelar �1972� �Figure 2�.
his data set, which consists of 38 stations on ice and 38 stations
n the shores or islands within the lake, was merged with the 2003
nd 2004 surveys �Figure 6�. The new map has the same amplitude

igure 5. Bathymetry of Lake Wanapitei. The greatest depths of
pproximately 120 m are found in the southern bay �L’Heureux et
l., 2005�. Old gravity stations are shown as black crosses; new
tations are shown as red triangles; lake outline is in blue. Contour
nterval is 10 m.

igure 6. Bouguer gravity anomaly over Wanapitei Lake after
ompiling new and old data. Old gravity stations are shown as
lack crosses; new stations are red �2003� and blue �2004� tri-
ngles; lake outline is in blue. Contour interval is 1 mGal. Data are
ot terrain corrected.
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Gravity on ice J27
s the old one �15 mGal�; however, because of the improved sam-
ling, the anomaly exhibits more texture at its center. Table 1
hows the difference between the final gravity and the distance be-
ween 1969 stations and the nearest 2003–2004 measurements.
avigation on the open ice proved to be difficult; therefore, it was
ot always possible to reach the exact coordinates of the old sta-
ions. Because the distances between stations are irregular, the gra-

able 1. Difference in gravity measurements at nearby
tations. Difference in the measured terrain-corrected
ouguer anomaly in nearby stations during different

urveys. Year–year of the survey (1969, GSC; 2003 and
004, University of Toronto); g — terrain-corrected Bouguer
nomaly at that station; Distance — distance between
tations; dg — difference in g between stations; dg/m — g
ifference over the stations’ distance. See text for discussion.

tation ID Year
g

�mGal�
Distance

�m�
dg

�mGal�
dg/m

�mGal/m�

1 1969 −40.714 111.000 −0.264 −0.002

08 2003 −40.450

0 1969 −41.231 55.000 −0.216 −0.004

09 2003 −41.015

7 1969 −33.800 140.000 0.074 0.001

52 2003 −33.874

6 1969 −34.737 180.000 −0.163 −0.001

02 2003 −34.574

3 1969 −32.603 97.000 0.471 0.005

20 2003 −33.074

1 1969 −34.841 250.000 0.191 0.001

12 2003 −35.032

9 1969 −34.987 107.000 0.031 0.000

11 2003 −35.018

8 1969 −35.809 73.000 −0.020 0.000

10 2003 −35.789

5 1969 −39.548 141.000 −0.127 −0.001

08 2003 −39.421

7 1969 −35.177 202.000 −0.154 −0.001

08 2003 −35.023

9 1969 −33.901 260.000 −0.686 −0.003

02 2003 −33.215

00 2003 −33.498 50.000 −0.480 −0.010

002 2004 −33.018

06 2003 −36.142 180.000 0.680 0.004

004 2004 −36.822

8 1969 −38.323 200.000 1.777 0.009

003 2004 −40.100

inimum 50.000 −0.686 −0.010

aximum 260.000 1.777 0.009

ean 146.143 0.080 0.000

andard deviation 65.580 0.578 0.004

eighted error* 0.024

eighted standard 0.271

*Product of average distance and average dg/m
ient �difference in measured gravity divided by station distance�
as calculated instead of the mean value for the error between

eadings. This was multiplied by average distance to find an esti-
ate of the average misfit between the old and new surveys.
hus, the global weighted error for the three surveys is 0.024
Gal.
Because precise bathymetry is now available, we applied the ter-

ain correction on the new and old data using a digital terrain
odel of the lake subsurface and in-house software from the GSC

Rupert, 1991�. The software uses sloping-top triangular prisms
enerated from a data set of irregularly spaced depth values that
odel the actual topography close to the observed gravity station

o estimate the gravitational terrain correction. The calculated ter-
ain effects on gravity range from 0.5 mGal in the shallow areas to
.2 mGal in the main depression. With that, the terrain-corrected
ouguer anomaly �Figure 7� was reduced to 9 mGal — still circu-

ar but with a long axis of about 6 km, which is much closer to
hat one would expect for a 7-km-wide impact crater.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis of the time-series data shows large variations in the
oise envelope, depending on wind conditions. A first source of
oise is the movement of the gravimeter during the time it takes to
omplete a reading, either because of wind or melting snow. The
utomatic tilt correction compensates for movement within ±200
rc-sec from the true vertical position of the meter. Out of that
ange, the graphic display of both tilts and gravity allows the user
o reject the data, or it can be done afterward during data process-
ng.

A second and more important source of noise is the ice oscilla-
ion caused by the wind, which generates a considerable variation
n the gravity field. As a result of their periodic nature, those waves
n the observed signal tend to cancel out when a longtime series or
everal of them are averaged. However, care must be taken when

igure 7. Compiled �1969, 2003, and 2004 data� and terrain-
orrected Bouguer gravity anomaly over Wanapitei Lake. Old
ravity stations are shown as black crosses, new gravity stations
re shown as red triangles, and lake outline is in blue. Contour in-
erval is 1 mGal. The amplitude of the anomaly is reduced to

mGal.
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J28 Ugalde et al.
nalyzing the time series and computing the most representative
ravity value for that station. If complete cycles are not considered
hen averaging the data, the average will be biased and will not be

epresentative. The power spectrum can be used to get the longest
eriod signal, but for that, time series longer than 60 s are required.
he good repeatability of the data proves that averaging the time
eries gave good results in this case, making the data usable for re-
ional or semidetailed studies. For prospect-scale studies, calm
ind conditions and longer time series are recommended. The
easured difference between nearby stations is acceptable and

uite good, considering the windy conditions and large oscillations
een when the data were collected.

The 1969 survey was positioned by means of manually measur-
ng the distance and azimuth between stations and then positioning
he inferred location on a topographic map. According to the GSC
atabase, the positioning error is estimated at ±20 m, the elevation
rror at ±1 m, and the measured gravity at ±0.1 mGal. By using
he free-air reduction gravity formula of dg � dz = 0.3086 mGal/

, we can estimate the gravity error induced by ±1 m of elevation
o ±0.3086 mGal. This can be considered the maximum possible
ccuracy when merging all data sets and can explain the 0.024-
Gal mean discrepancy between the 1969 and newer data in Ta-

le 1.
Because this lake is used to generate hydroelectric power, its

ater level is very likely to change in 35 years. The effect of this is
ssessed using a simple model. The body of water that changes
rom survey to survey is modeled as a vertical cylinder of thickness

able 2. Measurement repeatability. Repeatability of the
ravity measurements from day to day; g is the final
errain-corrected Bouguer anomaly, and dg is the difference
etween repeats.

tation
g

�mGal�
dg

�mGal�

01 −32.515

−32.519 −0.004

−32.518 0.001

11 −39.009

−39.050 −0.041

05 −39.476

−39.418 0.058

1 −33.922

−33.940 −0.018

01 −32.546

−32.529 0.017

10 −34.444

−34.521 −0.077

007 −43.409

−43.332 0.077

inimum −0.077

aximum 0.077

ean 0.002

tandard 0.050
and radius R, whose gravity effect is given by Telford et al.
1990� as

g = 2�G��L + R − ��L2 + R2� � . �9�

Considering a 5000-m-radius cylinder to account for the effect
f water in the entire lake and a density of 1000 kg m−3 �density of
reshwater�, a thickness L of 0.5–1 m is enough to produce an
nomaly of 0.02–0.04 mGal, i.e., large enough to be observable
ith the equipment used on the new surveys but undetectable if we

onsider the ±0.3086-mGal upper-bound accuracy limit.
The same argument can be used to justify the approximation of

ot using a layer of ice on top of freshwater for both Bouguer and
errain corrections. Considering a 5000-m-radius cylinder to ac-
ount for the entire lake, a density contrast of 100 kg m−3 �ice-
reshwater density contrast�, and the observed ice thickness L of
.6 m, the associated gravity anomaly is just 0.002 mGal.

Finally, the topography of the ice is not flat. The strong winds
bserved in the area can easily shift the ice to produce elevation
ariations of approximately 1 m, which can account for a gravity
nomaly of 0.0419 mGal if we consider a simple slab with gravity
ffect 2�G�h and a density of 1000 kg m−3 �density of freshwater�.
ome of these ridges were observed during the new surveys.
herefore, it is not rare that different surveys measured nearby sta-

ions over different elevation water levels or over different ice to-
ography.

After reducing the gravity, the repeatability of the readings was
ithin 0.002 mGal. Table 2 shows the values obtained for the final

errain-corrected Bouguer anomaly at the stations that were mea-
ured more than once during each survey. Only readings collected
n different days at the same station were considered because the
urpose was to assess the repeatability of the measurements under
ifferent ice and wind conditions. The difference in readings is
ithin ±0.077 mGal, with a mean value of 0.002 mGal — accept-

ble, considering the large oscillations of Figure 4. These oscilla-
ions are mainly the result of wind on the open lake causing vi-
rations on the ice, with periods on the order of 3–10 s. Leveling
roblems from tilt movement can be ruled out, because these are
liminated by the automatic tilt correction during measurement
equation 2�.

After we applied the terrain correction to both data sets �old and
ew�, they merged smoothly. The negative amplitude of the origi-
al 15-mGal anomaly was reduced to 9 mGal, and its dimensions
ere better constrained by the improved sampling �Figure 7�. The

nomaly no longer appears perfectly circular but rather takes a
ore elongated �north-south� shape that coincides more closely
ith the elongated anomaly associated with the east side of the
udbury structure. The central depression in gravity also coincides
ore closely with the location of the proposed meteorite impact

rater within the central part of the lake �L’Heureux et al., 2005�.
eteorite impact craters typically have circular anomalies of about

–8 mGal when of the same diameter as this crater �Pilkington and
rieve et al., 1992�. This is a result of the low-density contrast in-
uced by the fractured basement underneath the crater and the usu-
lly low-density postimpact sedimentary infill.

To use this technique for applications that require better accu-
acy, such as reservoir monitoring or 4D gravity measurements,
onger measurements are desirable, as confirmed by Brady et al.
2002�. Recordings should also be repeated often to increase the
/N ratio.
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Gravity on ice J29
According to Hare et al. �1999�, water injection in a reservoir
ill produce a 0.1-mGal gravity anomaly after five years and a
aximum of 0.18–0.25 mGal after 15 years. Fujimitsu et al.

2000� have detected a residual gravity decrease of 0.04 mGal at
he production zone of the Takigami geothermal field �Japan�, at-
ributable to the flow of underground geothermal fluids. Therefore,
D gravity on ice for reservoir monitoring is feasible, but calm
inds, long time-series recordings, and repeated measurements are
andatory.
As in the case of land gravity, proper terrain correction is critical

o eliminate the topographic component from the measured anom-
ly. In this case, bathymetry mapping with a resolution comparable
o the gravity stations’ spacing is imperative.

The improved capabilities of systems like the CG-5 have proved
o be highly valuable in acquiring gravity data on ice. However, if
uch a system is not available, the same required conditions as
emonstrated by Brady et al. �2002� apply, in which four gravity
urveys over ice were accomplished in the same area that tested an
DCON Super-G meter, a Scintrex CG-3M, and a Micro-g Solu-

ions A-10 absolute gravimeter. To improve the data repeatability
o ±0.008 mGal, at least three readings were obtained at each loca-
ion in calm weather conditions, where each reading consisted of
ne-minute intervals and subsequently were averaged over a 10-
inute period for most stations �Brady et al., 2002�.

CONCLUSIONS

Our study has shown that gravity surveys on ice provide data as
ccurate as surveys on solid ground. Modern gravimeters such as
he CG-5 offer the opportunity to evaluate noise on site, enabling
he user to assess the resolution and quality of data as the survey is
eing carried out. This in turn provides the ability to collect more
ccurate and quality-controlled data. Despite small variations
aused by moving ice and wind, the data collected on Lake Wan-
pitei was smoothly integrated with past measurements on ice as
ell as data from stations on the lakeshore and islands. The ideal

onditions for collecting gravity data on ice are similar to those of
urveying on ground: Calm winds are needed to reduce noise in tilt
nd from shifting ice. Under those circumstances, a production rate
f 20–30 stations/day was easily accomplished, depending on tem-
erature conditions: Warmer temperatures make ice too soft for
nowmobile travel between stations, and extreme cold makes the
ce crack and therefore increases signal noise.

The new gravity map has constrained the anomaly over Lake
anapitei to one whose size and amplitude better fit the nature of

he 7-km-diameter meteorite impact crater. Further modeling of
he newly acquired data set, integrated with other geophysical data,
ill allow for better constraint on the size of the impact structure

nd its effect on local densities.
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